Taking It to the Streets

BELIZE CITY, BELIZE—Shortly after Douglas Hyde started working 4 years ago doing HIV/AIDS prevention work with gang members, he was welcomed with a "pint bottle" to his face that left a nasty scar above one eye. Today, Hyde, a former gang member, continues the work through a multipronged government program called Youth for the Future that attempts to link violence reduction with HIV/AIDS education.

Hyde drives around the rough South Side streets where he grew up, repeatedly toots the horn of his van at gang members. "What's up, fam?" he asks a group of men and boys hanging out on one street who don't exactly look like his family. The group gives a warm "Ya ya" to "Dougie," who has o-n-e l-o-v-e inked across his fingers and barbed wire tattooed on a bicep. Several of the men wonder whether he has leads on any jobs. "I have become the job god in the street," says Hyde.

This is Blood territory, the gang that Hyde used to run with until a showdown with the rival Crips scared him straight, and he notices the finer details of the street. The pile of used clothing for sale on the sidewalk is a front for dealing drugs. Most of the guys in this group are "strapped" with pistols. "Scopes" at second-story windows are monitoring his every move. And he sees "Gangsta" Scopes at second-story windows are monitoring his every move. And he sees "Gangsta"
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An unusual prevention program targets gang members, who are seen as particularly vulnerable to HIV

Supported by the United Nations Population Fund and a grant from the OPEC Fund, Youth for the Future maintains a resource center that's essentially a hangout for anyone, and gang members are welcome. It stages frequent HIV/AIDS prevention education sessions and has a big bowl filled with free male and female condoms, free pamphlets on HIV/AIDS prevention, and Internet access for a small fee (free to students). "They have done tremendous work," says epidemiologist Paul Edwards, head of the Ministry of Health's National AIDS Program. "These kids have a lack of education and don't make the best decisions possible."

No study has ever assessed HIV prevalence in gang members in Belize, which has a tiny population of 280,000 people. A study done in the country's one prison—which almost every longtime gang member knows intimately—found an HIV prevalence of 4.6%. Youth for the Future plans to start offering HIV counseling and testing, and Hyde hopes to recruit gang members to participate in a prevalence study. Meanwhile, he's become increasingly cautious about how he conducts his business. "I'm good with everyone," says Hyde. "But I'm very smart now to recognize when I shouldn't be around."
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